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EILNative speaker 
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Balance: 
student autonomy & teacher responsibility



student autonomy & teacher responsibility

Teacher Control - Pro
• Well-organized lessons
• Well-managed classes

Teacher Control - Con
• Students take no 

responsibility for 
learning

Student Autonomy - Con
• Potential chaos

Student Autonomy - Pro
Students gain
• motivation 
• agency 
• self-efficacy 
• potential to be life-long 

learners



Increasing student initiative

Classroom Management
Teacher sets rules à class has a stake in 
behavior that leads to successful language 
acquisition



involving students in classroom 
management issues

Give students a role in setting classroom rules and 
consequences – “coming to a consensus” activity
Our classroom rules:
1. Respect others.
2. Use English whenever possible.
3. Come to class prepared.
4. …
5. …
6. …
7. Students’ choice
8. Students’ choice
Discuss in your groups two rules that you think we should add to this 
list. Meet with another group to compare your rules. Come to a 
consensus.



involving students in classroom 
management issues

Give students a role in solving problems –
“coming to a consensus” activity

Professor Tran is frustrated because his students are always 10 to 15 
minutes late to class. There is so much to cover and he doesn’t have 
time for everything if he waits for latecomers before starting class. What 
is the best solution?
a. Do nothing. It is the students’ choice if they are late or not.
b. Start the class even if all students are not present. Latecomers will 

just miss out on instruction.
c. Give a quiz during the first two minutes of class. Late students will 

get a zero.
d. Play a game during the first five minutes of class. Late students will 

miss the fun



involving students in classroom 
management issues

Give students a choice in deciding class 
activities
Exit cards for immediate feedback

.

Today’s activity _jigsaw reading   was:
a. Very enjoyable a. Very useful for my English
b. So so b. So so
c. Not at all enjoyable c. A waste of time



involving students in classroom 
management issues

Give students a choice in deciding class activities

Voting on negotiable elements of class
• Shall we do our vocabulary review with “quizlet” 

“categories” or “bingo”?
• Do you want to choose your breakout room or let Zoom 

decide?
• Shall we skip checking homework so we have more time for 

the project?
• Our topic is sports. Shall we talk about (a) spectator 

behavior at sporting events, (b) the value of sports for 
children, or (c) sports + fashion?



Increasing student initiative

Preferences or actual learning autonomy?
Vocabulary instruction
Teacher explains all à students present



student vocabulary presentations

Gradually build student capacity
Model what you expect students to do
Present to peers in small group à present to whole       

class from up front
Present with a group à present alone
Present meaning only à present more
Use textbook à use other

resources



student vocabulary presentations

Remind = nhắc nhở ,
to make someone 
remember something

Remind someone to 
do something is 
different from 
remind someone of…

Here’s an
example: Remind me 

to buy eggs before I go 
home.



student vocabulary presentations

“While we teach, we learn.” 
– Seneca, Roman philosopher



Balance: 
student autonomy & teacher responsibility

In your class

• Managing the classroom

• Learning activities



Balance: accuracy and fluency



Balance: accuracy and fluency

Accurate Students
• Produce correct 

language
• Often need time to 

think about correct 
forms

• Know and apply rules

Fluent Students
• Produce language easily 

and flowingly
• Speak and write 

automatically and freely 
in real time

• Have a mental bank of 
memorized chunks



Balance: accuracy and fluency
Accuracy Activities
• Goal: development of 

language accuracy
• Include a good model of 

the target language
• Often focus on one target 

language point
• Include accuracy-focused 

feedback
• Examples: gap-fill 

sentences, Q-A, drills

Fluency Activities
• Goal: communication of 

ideas
• Language should be 

familiar
• Usually include a range of 

language
• Feedback is related to 

content
• Examples: information 

gaps, find-someone-who 



Accuracy and fluency priorities

Beginners
More accuracy = strong foundation
More fluency = able to survive 
EFL context: ¾ accuracy and ¼ fluency?

Intermediates
Half and half?

Advanced
If already fluent, add accuracy 
If strong in accuracy, add fluency
EFL context: ¼ accuracy and ¾ fluency?



Adding a focus on accuracy

1. Include language models

Talk in groups about your new year’s resolutions.
• I resolve to stop smoking.
• I resolve to be a good listener to my friends.
• My resolution is to listen to English podcasts 

weekly.
• I made a resolution to lose two kilos.
• to keep a resolution…
• to break a resolution…



Adding a focus on accuracy

2. Add accuracy-focused feedback
a. Designate one student in each small group to 

be the language monitor



Adding a focus on accuracy

2. Add accuracy-focused feedback
a. Designate one student in each small group to be the 

language monitor

b. Teacher roams the room 
and listens for recurring 
errors.



Adding a focus on fluency

1. Include meaningful repetition
a. Conversation or Question cards – speak to 

different people 
(walk-and-talk or front/back/left/right)



Question cards or conversation cards
What time/get up How/get to school Who/admire

Who cooks the most 
in your family?

How often do you eat out?

What is your favorite 
meal of the day?



Adding a focus on fluency

1. Include meaningful repetition
a. Conversation cards – speak to different people (walk and 

talk or front/back/left/right)

b. Wall circuit or gallery
Half the class
at stations 
(e.g., with pictures, 
quotes, etc), half the 
class visiting stations



Adding a focus on fluency

2. Decrease time
Tell a story three times:
in 3 minutes, 2.5 minutes, 

2 minutes

3. Decrease support
Give a short talk from a notecard:
with 25 words, 15 words, 5 words



+ Complexity



Complexity

1. Extensive reading and listening in new 
content areas



Complexity

2. Grammar interpretation tasks

Are the following true or false in the U.S.? Correct 
the false statements.
1. You have to vote when you are 18. 
2. You don’t have to marry until you are 16.
3. You should pay for a seat on an airplane once 

you are 5.
4. You can’t buy cigarettes until you are 16 or older. 
5. You don’t have to do military service.



Complexity

2. Grammar interpretation tasks
Are the following true or false in the U.S.? Correct 
the false statements.
1. You have to may vote when you are 18. 
2. You don’t have to can’t marry until you are 18. 

[with some exceptions]
3. You should pay for a seat on an airplane once 

you are 5 2 years old. 
4. You can’t buy cigarettes until you are 16 21 or 

older. [in California]
5. You don’t have to do military service. True



Balance: skills and subskills

Reading Writing
Listening Speaking

Pronunciation Vocabulary

Grammar Multi-skill activities



Balance: skills and subskills

What do students need?



Balance: skills and subskills

Nation’s four strands
• Meaning-focused input (reading, listening)
• Meaning-focused output (speaking, writing)
• Language-focused learning
• Fluency development

http://www.victoria.ac.nz/lals/about/staff/publications/paul-nation/1996-Four-strands.pdf

http://www.victoria.ac.nz/lals/about/staff/publications/paul-nation/1996-Four-strands.pdf


Nation’s four strands
• Meaning-focused input (reading, listening)
– Incidental learning while attention is on meaning
– Learners understand 95-98% of the text

• Meaning-focused output (speaking, writing)
• Language-focused learning
– Deliberate attention to pronunciation, vocabulary, 

grammar, and discourse
• Fluency development
– Make use of what is already known

Time on task: if you want to learn to speak, you must 
spend time speaking, etc.



https://www.wgtn.ac.nz/lals/resources/paul-nations-resources/paul-nations-
publications/publications/documents/foreign-language_1125.pdf

https://www.wgtn.ac.nz/lals/resources/paul-nations-resources/paul-nations-publications/publications/documents/foreign-language_1125.pdf


Multi-skill units based on 
authentic materials



Multi-skill units based on 
authentic materials

Choose a short piece with audio and transcript
Example: TED Talks

See also:
https://www.ieltsadvantage.com/2015/04/26/ted-talks-english-students/

https://www.fluentu.com/blog/educator-english/easy-ted-talks-for-esl/

https://www.ieltsadvantage.com/2015/04/26/ted-talks-english-students/
https://www.fluentu.com/blog/educator-english/easy-ted-talks-for-esl/


Multi-skill units based on 
authentic materials

Choose a short piece with audio and transcript
Example: TED Talks

1. Listen 
2. Listen and read along
3. Choose some sentences to imitate
4. Choose some vocabulary to learn
5. Listen again
6. Summarize – tell someone
7. Summarize in writing
8. Listen again



Multi-skill units based on 
authentic materials



Multi-skill units based on 
authentic materials



Multi-skill units based on 
authentic materials

Choose a short piece with audio and 
transcript
Example: TED Talks
1. Listen 
2. Listen and read along
3. Choose some sentences to imitate
4. Choose some vocabulary to learn
5. Listen again
6. Summarize – tell someone
7. Summarize in writing
8. Listen again

• Do you have 
time to create 
one unit each 
year?

• Can a group of 
teachers share 
their units?

• What about 
getting students 
to work on their 
own?



Balance: quiet and interaction
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Balance: quiet and interaction



Balance: quiet and interaction



Balance: quiet and interaction



Balance: quiet and interaction



Balance: quiet and interaction

• Important for language acquisition
• Important for students’ personal styles



Making a textbook activity
more interactive

à Pair Quiz



Making a textbook activity
more interactive

à Chart



Chart

#4   Play the 
guitar

#5   Fix a flat 
tire

Count to 5 
in Japanese

Binh

Tan

Thuy

Do you know how to…



Chart

Play the 
guitar

Fix a flat 
tire

Count to 5 
in Japanese

Binh yes ? yes

Tan no no yes

Thuy yes no no

Do you know how to…



Making a textbook activity
more interactive

à Statement + Response



Adding a quiet component to an 
interactive activity

• First just listen > 
immediate repeat
• 10-second thinking time 

before an answer



Adding a quiet component to an 
interactive activity

• First just listen > immediate repeat
• 10-second thinking time

• Think pair share
1st – individuals think of a 
response
2nd – students compare ideas in 
pairs
3rd – two pairs share in a group 
of four



Think – Pair - Share

1st – individuals think of a response
2nd – students compare ideas in pairs
3rd – two pairs share in a group of four
Or use breakout rooms

How many of your students are naturally quiet? 
How many are naturally talkative? How do you 
know? Are your class activities already pretty 
balanced for these two types of students or do 
you naturally favor quiet ones / interactive ones?



Balance: quiet and interaction



Balance: quiet and interaction

9:00 Warm up: Vocabulary
review team quiz

9:10 Intro new language

9:20 Textbook page 24

9:40 Listening

9:50 Writing



Balance: quiet and interaction

9:00 Warm up: Vocabulary review 
team quiz

9:10 Intro new language

9:20 Textbook page 24

9:40 Listening

9:50 Walk and talk with 
conversation cards



Balance: language and content

Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL) , 
English as a Medium of Instruction (EMI)



Balance: language and content

• New content to learn? Use familiar language.
• New language to learn? Use familiar content.



True/False Dictation

T says sentences 
related to the target 
content. Ss write. Ss 
identify which are 
true and correct the 
false ones.

1. Blood carries oxygen to the body.
2. The pancreas controls growth.
3. One of the functions of the brain is to store glycogen.



True/False Dictation

T says sentences 
related to the target 
content. Ss write. Ss
identify which are 
true and correct the 
false ones.

1. Blood carries oxygen to the body.  True
2. The pancreas controls growth.  False: pituitary = growth
3. One of the functions of the brain is to store glycogen.

False: liver stores glycogen



True/False Dictation - Variations

• Students write the T/F statements in 
advance. (content review, writing)

• A student gives the dictation. (+ speaking 
practice) 

• Class listens to five statements, 
remembers them, and writes down only 
the true ones. (memory, writing)



Language and content

Information transfer: graph to sentence or 
paragraph



Make sentences such as:
• More people speak Arabic than Japanese.
• Fewer people speak Hindi than English.
• Chinese is spoken by 12% of the population.
• 5% of the population speaks Spanish.



Make sentences such as the following:
• In South Korea the average person lives to be over 80 years old.
• Life expectancy in Vietnam is a bit higher than in Indonesia.  
• Life expectancy in Vietnam rose from 67 in 1980 to 75 in 2019.

https://ourworldindata.org/life-expectancy



Balance: models of English



Balance: models of English

Non-native 
speakers of English 
greatly outnumber 
native English 
speakers



Balance: models of English



Balance: models of English



Balance: models of English

Nations in which English is an official language



Balance: models of English

Ban Ki-Moon,
Secretary 
General of the 
United Nations 
2007-2016



Balance: models of English

Christiano
Ronaldo, 
Portuguese 
football player



Balance: models of English

Websites for learners with speakers from around 
the world, for example:
Elllo.org - Mixer





Balance: 
familiar and new 

GT, ALM, CLT,
etc

TBL, PBL, SEL, 
etc



Balance: old and new methods





Make new friends,
But keep the old;
One is silver
And the other gold.
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For more information

@ELPrograms

Dr. Kitty Purgason – my professional page
https://www.facebook.com/tesoltrainer

Email me: kitty.purgason@biola.edu

https://www.facebook.com/tesoltrainer

